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Julie & Makeda have found a true fusion of their love 

of music and the strength of womanhood through 

living their passions and manifesting their beliefs 

through their original productions. 

A representation of that fusion can best be found in the Swahili 

term “Tumi”: the power of Music. Julie and Makeda have 

always been surrounded by music. Individually, their paths 

have brought them closer to the understanding of what it 

means to embody the power of who they are as well as 

the power of their greatest passion. In combining their 

music experience, they discovered that each is a fit for the 

other, passions and commitment to spreading education 

through music.  

During their travels, both Julie & Makeda have spent time 

teaching music to the young. During one such lesson In 

2005 Julie drew the original design of the face that has come to personify freedom in 

music and the belief within themselves to not conform to the expectations of society.  

From the simplest of lessons, the “self-portrait” was born.  Julie, while showing her 

students that Art can be created with what is within your reach, designed what is now 

Julie & Makeda’s logo. The feminine profile, showing one eye closed is from Julie’s 

desire to not want to see the world as everyone else does, the music notes represent 

empowerment through music and the spiral is a Swahili symbol for power. From that 

stone and the design developed the idea that captures the essence of Julie & Makeda: 

Empowerment of women through music.  As Makeda puts it, “Be strong, a force to be 

reckoned with. Strength within women is so powerful and we don’t even realize how 

powerful we are.” Julie adds, “It’s ok to be soft and feminine while being strong.’ 
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The stone that bears the original art of Julie & Makeda’s logo has seen many travels 

with them and continues to be a significant part of who they are as artists. In 2016, the 

next step of evolving Julie’s original artwork into the digital representation, while 

maintaining its integrity, was realized through the talents and skills of Farib Alvarez of 

Farib Design NYC.  

 

Julie & Makeda are proud of being a strong representation of women 

in music and their vision of empowering women through music is 

closer with each song and each person who is touched by this 

talented duo.  This also opens up a new door for Julie as she finds 

her way back to her love of photography and painting. There are no 

limits for these two, as well there shouldn’t be. 

 

Connect with Julie & Makeda: 

Bandcamp: https://juliemakeda.bandcamp.com/ 

Facebook: JulieAndMakeda 

Twitter: @Julie_Makeda 

Bookings/media/interviews: rescuepoetixmanagement@gmail.com 

 

 

Acoustic Poetic Soul is a Trademark of Julie & Makeda 

https://juliemakeda.bandcamp.com/

